Prevention Peer Network

November 16, 2017
Control Panel

Please note, this webinar is being recorded.
Agenda

- Opening Circle
- DVAM activities
- Teen DV Month Campaign Toolkit
- Q&A
- Discussion: Shared expertise, emerging issues, challenges, triumphs
SAVE THE DATE

SHIFTING THE LENS
Transforming Our Approach to Domestic Violence

STATEWIDE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CONFERENCE

MARCH 5-6, 2018 | SAN FRANCISCO
MARRIOTT SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT WATERFRONT
Please type in your name, agency and location
Candle Light Vigil

Prevention Team!
Candle Light Vigil
Walk a Mile in Her Shoes at Cal Poly
Walk a Mile in Her Shoes

Cal Poly Pomona
Youth Advisory Committee
FEBRUARY IS
#TeenDVMonth
#CASchoolReady
Shared expertise and discussion

- Would you like to share your activities, or plans for Teen DV Month?
- Current emerging issues?
- Challenges or triumphs in your prevention efforts?
Together we're stronger

Prevention at the Partnership
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